
Design, technique and pattern by Shelley Long, Colors for Earth staff artist. 
 
Material List: 
2 pieces of 96 clear cut 5X6" (top glass cut slightly larger) 
1 piece High Temp 17 gauge fusing Wire cut 10" 
Winter Colors For Earth Glass Color Kit 
GO-331 Black Outline (with black bent tip) 
GM-300 Glass Medium 
DB101 Detailing Black (Shiny) or GO-331 Black Outline (Matt) 
GS-501 White Sparkle 
GS-502 Gold Sparkle 
Taklon liner brush 
Paint Pod or Paint Well 
Alcohol/Glass Cleaner 

 

1. Clean glass with rubbing alcohol or your choice of glass cleaner. 
 

2. Center bottom glass (smaller piece) on pattern and line up border edges with glass. 
 

3. Mix each color in kit with GM-300 Glass Medium until the consistency of Elmer's Glue or a 
tad thinner. 
 

4. Paint in the following areas with the color listed using a liner. Do not brush the color on but 
flood or dab the color on using a push and pull stroke until the area all has the same solid 
consistency being sure to apply the paint completely border to border so no light can be 
seen through when held above a light source. 
 

5. Bottom Glass:  Stars in Top border area, 1st and 3rd stars in string below border, toe 
patch on left stocking are G351 Cerulean Blue. 
 

6. Top border area, bottom border corners, heart in the cuff and heel patch of the center 
stocking are all G344 Powder Blue.  On the border and corners be sure to wrap color 
around the edge of the glass. 
 

7. Left stocking and hearts in the cuffs of the left and right stockings are G310 Vermillion. 
 

8. Center stocking and heel patch of right stocking are G386 Burnt Sienna. 
 

9. Right stocking, 2nd & 4th stars in string below top border are G360 Key Lime. 
 

10. Toe patch on right stocking and heart in center stocking cuff are BA5051 Cerulean Blue. 
 

11. Heel patch on left & toe patch on center BA5062 Laurel Green. 
 
NOTE:  All colors could be applied to the top of the glass after outline is done except 
for the BubbleART colors.  They need to be between 2 pieces of glass to create bub-
bles. 
 

12. Allow piece to dry. 
 

13. Mix G301 Cobalt Black.  Put in squeeze bottle with black writer tip.  Place pattern on top 
on painted bottom glass (over a light source if necessary) and line up pattern with painted 
areas as close as possible.  Center top glass on top of the pattern. 
 
Using G301 Cobalt Black in bottle with writer tip, trace the word "Winter" on the top glass. 
 
Remove the pattern and center top glass again over painted bottom glass and trace the 
rest of the pattern including all outlines using G301 Cobalt Black mix in bottle with black 
writer tip. 
 

14. Left Stocking:  Paint swirls, still on the top glass with GS-502 Gold Sparkle and liner 
brush.  Paint dots on the left stocking with GS-501 White Sparkle.  Dots with G351 Ceru-
lean.   
 

15. Stitching:  With liner brush add stitching lines on top border stars using with thinned 
DB101 Detail Black. 
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16. Using needle nose pliers, twist small irregular loops in wire and shape as a curved hanger.  

Carefully place between the glass hiding the ends of wire behind the top border stars. 
 

17. Carefully Place on thin fire paper and fire to full fuse. 
 

Recommended Firing Schedule: 
 

 

Segment Rate Temp. Hold 

1 150 1125 90 

2 150 1250 40 

3 100 1300 20 

5 Full 900 60 

6 100 750 20 

4 600 1420 20 
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